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PREFACE
A method is presented through which estimates may be made of =he
offmCt o_ an absO_b_nS0 s_t£n|_ and s_Stte_tn| atmosphere upon _smota
sensing of surface areas having non-unlfd_ intensity. Results, presented
in terms of contrasts and contrast transmittances, may be employed to
predict or correct remotely sensed visible or infrared images.
This work was accomplished under the technical monitorship of
Mr. Paul Larsen and Mr. S. Clark Brown of the Aerospace En¢ironment
_ Division, Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama.
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NOMI}ICLA_X/RE
A - Area
C(0) - Ground level contrast
C(h) - Contrast at altitude h
CT - Conteast Transmittance .
e - Hemispherical emissive power
eb - Black-body hemispherical emissive powem
h- Sensor altitude
I - Intensity
leff - Effective point-source intensity
-Io Ground level intensity
R - Distance from sensor line-of-sight E_ound intercept to effective
point source
z - Altitude
8s,8a - Scattering and absorption coefficient, res_ctively
- Optical depth, based on scattering and absorption, respectively
Ts'_a Inclination of sensor line-of-sightwith vertical
' ¢ - Rotational angle locating effective point source (Figure I)
NOM_CLATt_Z FOR APPKNDIX I
al, a2, a3 - Lower limits on integral
bI, b2, b 3 Upper limits on integral
el, e2, c_ - Constants "n mateix formulation (Equation [5])Function of variables x, y, z
I - Value of integral
Ini - Trapezoidal approximation of I, using ni interims
n Number of intervals Ln approximate integration
N-n+l
V - Volume of integration
Wi - ith weight function in approximate _ntegration
x,y,z Independent variables of integral
s,8,{ - Values of x_ y, z,_respectively,at which demivatives are evaluated
(Equations []], [4])
i
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON P&_OTE SENSING OF
NON-UNIFOP_ TI_PEFATURE SOURCES
KNAU  PORT
I]N'rROI_JCTION !
This investigation considers the effects of a_nospherle participation
%_cn the remote sensing of the earths surface when that surface exhibits ._!
a ground-level intensity _ich varies frcm point to point. Th-_s ground I
level intensity .maybe produced by emission at the surface, reflection,
cm_ both. Since the emitted energy is dependent upon the surface temper-
ature, it is possible to infer the surface temperature by means of remote
meas_ts, when an estJ2nate is made of atmospheric participation and
other effects, to be discussed. Of particular interest in this investigation
is the effect of "disturbing" emitting areas, not in the sensor line-of-
sight, but whose energy is scattered into the sensor line-of-sight_
Imooducing an interfering sig_.al at the sensor. It is the purpose of this
investigation to provide methods of predicting remotely sensed contrast 1
between two surface areas having unequal intensities, and compare that
oon_t to the contrast at the ground between the two areas, giving a
"contrast 1_ano_a_ittance''. Knowing the con_ast transmittance, it is possible
%o interpret remotely sensed visible or infrared images with respect to
resolution, loss of detail_and other important aspects of pattern recognition.
If pr_li_dnary atmospheric measurements ir_dicate, for exs_p!e, that an
unacceptable loss of contrast would occur, a sensing run might be delayed
pending more favorable conditions.
CONTRIBLLPTN..qFACTOP_S IN REMOTE PA_TERN SENSING
Several factors complicate remote pattern recognition. If it is
i assumed that the u_ell_g radiant enel_=y i_ due solely to _e su_'face
t
• .... - - _4
L
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temperature, a larger ch;_ge in ener[_ received by the sensor will occur
per degree of change in temperalnlrefor a warm sui_facethan for a cool
surface. Bastuscheck (Reference i) has discussed this effect. The
radiant energy received from a highly reflecting surface area, however, is
not indicative of its temperature. For this reason, it is preferable
to think in terms of upwelling intensity or radiancy, with the under_
standing that this energy may result from emission, reflection, or both.
For the remote sensing of sorface tempe,ratures, ground-.ievelcorrelations
must be made between surface temperat,re and total upwelling energy, taking
into account specific emissive and reflective properties of the surface.
Thus the significant surface characteristic for the purposes of this
investigation is taken to be upwelling intensity.
Of great importance is the wavelength or flequency interval in which
the sensing takes place. Not only does the rate of upwelling energy from
a given surface area vary greatly with wavelength, but scattering, emitting
and absorbing effects of the atmosphere, which attenuate the signal from
the surface, vary dramatically with wavelength. In addition, the attenuating
effects of the atmosphere vary with locatioD and time of year. Anding
(Reference 2) and Chang (Reference 3) have performed detailed studies of
atmospheric attenuation, and the q-D atmospheric model of Chang is
incorporated into the final results of this investigation.
Also of great importance in this investigation is the geometry of the
sensor line-of-sight with respect to the vertical, and with _spect to
"disturbing" emitters.
2
_'_J _ _N_ ---_ • _
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'_ SCATTERING ATMOSPHERE. RESULTS FOR A POINT SOURCE
This _eport is an extension of the investigation of Reference (4).
For continuity some of the results of that re.poz_twill be.included here.
In the previous report the purely scatteri_tgbehavior of the atmosphere
was studied with respect to a single "disturbing" point source of known
intensity Io, er_/sec-m2-steredian-m,not lying in the sensor line-of-sight.
The sensor is inclined at an angle e from the vertical and an angle ¢
with respect to a line from the line-of-sight ground intercept to the
point source (Figure I). The point source lies a distance R from the
line-of-sight ground intercept. The vertical altitude is h, kilometers, and e.n
average scattering coefficient 8s, 1/kilometer, assumed construct gives an
bptical depth, based on vertical elevation, Of 8sh. (Optical depth (dimensionless)
h
based on scattering, _s, is defined as Ts - L 8s dz. The final progra_ in#u
Appendix II includes the effect of a vamiable scattering coefficient, as
a function of altitude z.) Scattering by the a1_nosphereis assumed to be
_" isotropic. Except for the point source, the surface is assumed to be
black and non-emitting. Letting I denote the intensity at the location
and in the direction and sense of the sensor, a solution was found in
Reference ( 4 ) for I/Io as a function of the dimensionless variables
8, ¢, R/h and 8sh. The solutions presented in Reference (4), for optical
depths to .i are reproduced in Figures (2) through (5). Toe progr&m used
to compute the data plotted in these figures is included as part of the
: final program, in Appendix II, in order that additional data of this t_._e
may be obtained if needed. Presented in dimensionless fore, _he results
i are valid for any values of R, h, and 8s corresponding to the wavelength
_nterval un<_ercunsideretion.
i !
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Although the small optical depths appearing in Figures (2) through (5)
are representative of the scattering behavior for a large range of cases
encountered in practice, it is necessary to extend the previous results to
larger optical depths in order to discern mor_ general patterns of the
effect of the point source "disturbing" emitte_. Aocor_ngly, the data of
Figure (2) (e=o) was extended to larger optical depths and presented
in Figure (6). Some interesting results are noted, as follows:
(i) For small optical depths (<.i) the curves are relatively
flat, and I/I o increases with increasing optical depth.
(2) With increased optical depth to arot_d I, the curves show
a quicker drop-off with R/h.
(3) As the optical depth -_ontinuesto increase beyond i,
howeve-% the max_L_m value of I/Io (at R/h=0) begins to
decrease with increased optical depth. Finally, as shown
in Figure (6), I/Io vanishes for very large optical depths
; as it did for very small optical depths.
(4) For larger values of R/h, the maximum value of I/Io occurs
with smaller values of 8sh.
T_e value of 8sh for which I/Io attains its maximum value is of some
theoretic_l _nterest. NO attempt was made in this investigation to
precisely determine this value; however, an order_of-magnitude estimate
indicated that for this vertical line-of-si2_Lccase the maxim_n KDuld occur
for 8sh<2. The existance of a value of Bsh for which the influence of the
• _!
"disturblng point is maximum is expeeted_and may be illustrated by the
following example: Consider as a "sensor" a person standing on earth
looking upward, not at the sun, and regard the sun as the "dlsturbing"
[
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point source. If there were no atmosphere (i.e., very small optical depth)
no ener_" would be scattered into the "sensor" line of sight (i.e.,
I/IO would be zero). Next consider a clear atmosphere. The optical
depth is modemate due to scatterdmg, and the "sensor" receives considerable
visible radiation (i.e., I/Io is greatem than zero).° Finally, as the sky
becomes ovex_ast, making 8h larger, a decrease in I/I° is noted, indicating
that the "peak" value has been passed.
SCATI%_I_G ATMOSPHEP_. RESULTS FOR FINITE AREAS
The versatihty of application of the results obtained for the
point source is evident in the extension of the investigation to consider-
ation of "disturbing" emitting areas of finite extent. Several emitting
areas are, for ccmputational purposes, replaced by point sources, each
located within the boundar_ of an original area, and each point source
assigned an "effective;:intensity Ieff, emg/sec-metem2-steradian-meter.
The effective intemsity assigned to a point source is detemnined by the
_quir_ment that the point source have the sane total hemispherical
rate of ener_ emission in the same frequency interval as the omiginal
area it replaces. For a diffuse emitter the total hemispheric_ zmissive D_qer
e (energy z_te per area per frequency interval, er_/sec-meter2-meter)
is r_lated to the intensity by the relation e = I,I(Referem,ce5). Thus
the total r_te of energy emission per frequency interval becor.eseA = _IA,
where A is the emitting area. The point source replac_v.entc-"the finite
is made by assigning Ieff the value obtained by norraalizingthe
"effective" emitting area to unity, maintaining the s_m_ hendzpherical
emissive power, i.e., Ieff(1) --I0A, where IO is the intensit_]corresponding
l -=
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to area A. This process will be exact as the size of the oriKinal emitt_mg
aI_a approaches zero (or _re precisely as A/h2 In the computational
procedure, A approaches zero numerically by an _%tegration tec/z'/que.
F_Eure (7) illustrates the method. A given area A is assu_ed _c .,,:.w.:on-
uniform intensily . A four-division approximate,inteEeat'_onof
the contribution due to emission from that a/_.ais indicated in the
finite, in which each area se&_ent AAi is replaced by a point source having
an effective intensity Iieff : Ii_ , located within the boundary of the
corresponding area segment. Each point source is then treated by the
metJKxlspreviously developed, noting that the point sources in general
differ in their values of R/h and ¢ with reference to the sensor
line-of-siE_t. The extension to " larger number of divisions for areas
over which the intensity varies is clear. N_nerical examples will be
presented in a later section illustrating the methods developed above.
The above discussion consider_ the influence of emitted energy from
points not at the sensor line-of-sig)_tground intercept. If, as is the usual
case, the Eround intercept point (i.e._ the "target" point) is emitting
_mL-_y, the sensor will receive ener_D,directly from that po_t. This
signal _ili be affected by the atmosphere, and will be reduced in intem.sity
by a fraction e-_s/cOs8 , kncwn as the atmospheric "trunsmittance". In
addition, the "tarEet" itself n%_yact in %he _ole of a "disru:_bance'',
since sate of _ts energy emitted in a direction not alone the line-of-qi_ht
may be scattered into the sensor by the at_sphc_;. 'l_%is"disturbance" aspect
of The "tarEet" may be treated as a special case of a "distur-_ance''fop
w_dchR:0 in Figu_ (i).
_ :
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A discussion of the numerical method employed to solve the inte_
differential equations governing the scattering problem was presented in
Reference (4). Some results pertaining to the numerical method itself will
now be presented.' Evaluation of tlm multiple integrals appearing in the
Eoverning equations is quite tim_-c_-msumingon the digital c_uter.
Consequently,methods were sought which would evalua£e f_xed-limit
multiple integrals while optimizing accuracy and computation time. In _n_
course of the investigation a very useful iterative method of multiple
inteEration was ceveloped and employed to obtain some of the numerical
data. This n_thod is presented in Appendix I. After development of the
method it was determined that th e_ accuracy it provided was not
necessary by camparison with the number of significant figures carried
in the remainder of the computational process, and therefore _he iterative
method does not appear in the final progra_min Appendix II.
ABSORBI_/I_ITYING ATMOSPHE_<E
The investigation has thus far dealt with a scattering a_nosphere,
that is, one _hich neither absorbs nor emits radiant enerEy. /_sorption
and emission by the atmosphere are of great importance in r_T,mte sen._ing,
and t/%egoverning equations fop a non-scattering atmospheme are
considerably simpler than those for scattering atmospheres. In such
i am atmosphere; only those prooesse, of emission and absorption which occur
I an the sensor line-of-sigh_ need be considered, and the_e is no contribution
1 %0 ermr_/ r_eived by the sensor from any "disturbing" e_.tte-_ no_ on
i
i the line-of-sight.
I
i
I 7!
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}'or "the non-scattering atmosphe_, Reference (5) or (6) readily
gives the equation for ..theintensity/received at the sensor iccation,
in the direction and sense of the line-of-siF#htas follows:
_a
e-_a/eose+ 1 /e e"(_t)/c°se dtI
Io Jo b cos-" ' [1]
where Io now represents the intensity at the B_ound level line-of-sight
intemcept_ eb denotes the black-body hemispherical e2missivep_m,r, and
£h
• dz.
Tarepresents the optical depth based on absorption, i.e., Ta- v1 08a
The symbol 8a denotes the absorption coefficient, which may in 6eneral be
a function of altitude z. The symbols 8, z, and h have the s&me interpre-
tation as in Figure (i), and t denotes a dummy variable of integration.
The hemispherical black-body emissive power eb is a function of the
wavelength at which the intensity is ccmputed and the absolute teahDerature
of the a_osphere. Reference (7) may be consulted for a theo_etical
discussion of this f_%etion. In order to obtain the value of the intensity I
received by the sensor i% is necessary to _rfonn a nu_nerie,_lintegration
as indicated in the above equation, given Io; 8, h, and the variation cf
the absorpt:Loncoefficient and temperatur_ as functions of altitude. This
numerical integration is perfon,ed as part of the final prog_,amin
Appendix II.
CONTRA_T AND CONq._ASTTR_._['_A'_
of the most important aspects of :,"_te sensing of non-t_iform
%azZets are contrast and contr.%st t_ansnd ...... :.., _:,_. Given a "t__et" and am. }
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]adjacent "background", denoted by t and 5, respectively, the contrast at
ground level, based on intensity at a specified wavelength, is defined _
to be
c(0): it(0)/ib(0), [2] :
_here the (0) denotes intensities at ground level, and the "target" may
be assumed, without loss of generality, to have the higher intensity. Let
It(h) _nd Ib(h) denote intensity at the sensor, at altitude h, when the i
line-of-sight passes at ground level through points t and b, respectively. :
The ccntrast at altitude h is given by C(h) : It(h)/Ib(h). in general
C(h) will be smaller than C(0) due to atmospheric participation 3including
the effects of "disturbing" emitters on the surface. The reduction in
[
contrast is specified by the con fast transmittance CT, defined as
C(h)/C(0), and it is the contrast transmittance which measures the degree
of pattern _.cognition possible. Miller, et al, (Reference 8) have
presented some typical measured contrast i-cansmittance values and discussed
additional aspects of multispectral sensors for ERTS A $ B.
APPLICATION OF P_StF_TS TO REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMFNrS ._
[
A _e.view of ongoing and planned ERTS and SKYIAB capabilities and 7:
p_gr_r_; (References 8, 9: and others) was made_ with respect to potential
input f_._m the re._ults of this investigation. A number of conclusions
and recc_rendations result from this review. Loss of contrast of a Kr_und
signal _ay r_c_It from scattering, absorption emission by _he a_o._sphern,
or a cc_ination of these effects. In some regions of the w,_.velength
, spee_ one may be fairly certain that one effect or the other dominates i
the a_lospheric attenuation (fop example, attenuation in the visible
1
' 9
_ ,
1 A_ ¢
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range is almost entirely due to scattering). In general, ho..lever,it
cannot be expected that,the attenuation will be positively identifiable
as to mode. In this regard it may be noted that the development in _is
investigation has assumed that the a_nosphere is either purely scattering
or is totally non-scattering. This distinct separation was made to
streamline the application of the results, in view of the practical
inability to identify in general the mode of attenuation. Several
important parameters can, h_4ever, be accurately measured or predicted.
The sophisticated q-D atmospheric model of Chang (Reference 3) provides
reliable temperature and other property profiles, as well as total
transmissivity. In addition, total transmissivity is conceptually simple
to measure experimentally (although it is in general not possible to
identify whether the attenuation is due to absorption, scattering, or
both). An experimental procedure for use in conjunction with a contrast
computational procedure might proceed as follows: Establish two
"calibrating" emitters on the ground, emitting radiant ener_f of different •
intensities in the same frequency range, and positioned in _e proximity ;
of the areas between which it Js desired tO determine contrast by rem.ote
sensing. These adjacent ground emiLters would be r_motely sensed, and
the transmissivity thereby determined, as the ratio of the difference
between _e remotely sensed intensity when viewing_in turn,the two
calibrating emitters to the difference between the known ground values
of intensity of the emitters. This would be valid for any combination of
seattering/absorbing/emitt_igattenuation, since the atnospheric emission
wous ouo o I,
,lO
b
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total transmissivity, the limits on the contrast between the _o emitting
areas in question may be determined by (a) assun/ng the atmosphere
to be purely scattering and .1_hen(b) assumin"g the atmosphere to be
non-scattering. In both cases (a) and (b) the n_asured or estimated
tmansn_issivity is used. Then the contrast and contrast transmittance
for a partially scattering atmosphere may be shown to lie between the two
limits found in (a) and (b). If the predicted contrast trans_,ittance
!
renge is unacceptably io_, considering the kncwn or estimated intensities
of "target", "background", and any "disturbing" emitters which may be
pl_-sent, the collection of extensive data could be rescheduled.
_R PROGPAM
The digital computer program_ listed in Appendix II, accepts as
input data the geometry of the sensor line-of-sight with respect to one
or mor_ "disturbing" emitting areas whose "effective" point source
intensities are also included as inputs. The "target" intensity is
also read in, as is the sensor altii_ide, a_d the temperature pl_ofile
computed by the 4-D model of Reference 3. In addition, the pr_pfram will
r_ceive as an input scattering and absorption coefficients _ function,s
of altitude. %_e program computes the "b_d" in which the intensity at
{
the sensom location may be found, by assuming the atmosphere to be,
respectively, purely scattering and non-scattering. _%e scattering
coefficient is not necessarily constant with altitude as was _J'_ecase with
i the preliminary results shown in Figures (2) lJ_Dugh (5). Nor is the
absorption coefficient necessarily constant wi_J_ altitude.
If_ as discussed in the preceeding section, scattering _d absorption
, coefficients are not specified as fLmctions of altitude, but, instead, the :_
total tran._m_issiv_tyis knox#n, an average value of the scatte_'J"."e_
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absorption coefficient may be read into the computer program, the value being
determined from the known t_ansmissivity. Example calculations in the
foll_¢ing section illustrate the computational procedures.
The diagram in Figure 8 summarizes the inputs and outputs of the
computer program.
_CAL LXAMPLE
The following example illustrates the use of the results previously
obtained, to estimate the effect of a_nospheric participation upon con_ast
and contrast i-_ansmittanceof upwelling radiant energy, in which the
surface distribution of intensity is non-uniform. Figure (9) illustrates
a typical situation of this type. It is desired to compute the contrast
between emitting areaAA 1 (the "target") and areaAA 2 (the "background"), in
the presence of a participating atmosphere and a third "disturbing" emitter
AA3. Contrast is to be computed between _,_oadjacent points of areas AA1
and AA2 at the position shown as the sensor line-of-sight ground inte;-._ept.
For simplicity of calculation each emitting area Js replaced by a single
point source (rather than a number of point sources as in Figure 7) having
an "effective" intensity based on the intensity of the area and the size of
the area. Three wavelengths are selected for computation, one in the visible,
and the other two in well-kncx_natmospheric "window,s". For purposes of
comparison among the _ee wavelengths, the respective intensities of the areas
are taken to be the same at all wavelengths considc_ed. This, of course,
would not be the case if u_.sellingradiation were due solely to the area's
tempemature; but, as discussed earlier, for reflecting areas the uDwelling
radiation is not necessarily an indication of the stu_facetemper_Rtul_. The
, 12
I
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follo_ing table gives values used for all three wavelengths:
Average Distance
i AAi,m.2 iio,erg/sec_m2-sr-m lieff From L.O.S. ground intercept,re.
1 "target" 2 6 X I014 12 X i014 1
2 'Background" 1 4 X 10TM 4 X 10TM .5
3 "disturbance" 5 ' 6 X i0TM 30 X i0TM 5
(i) x = .Sw
The total atmospheric i-mansmlttanceat this wavelength may be estimated
(Reference 10) to be 0.6. Assuming this to be the only information
available reg_ alm%osphericattenuation (i.e., assuming a detailed
correlation between altitude and scattering coefficient is not available
for input to the computem program), an average scattering coefficient
8s = .0144 is read into the program. This value of 8s is chosen to provide
an overall iTansmittance equal to 0.6, since
TI_nsmittance = e"_s/cOs8 = e-Ssh/c°s8 = e-'01q4X25/c°sqS° = 0.6
It is first assumed that the atmospheric attenuation is due solely to
scattering. When viewing the target, the ma_rdtude of intensity,at the
sensor location is due to two contributing sources: First, the intensity
at _:,esensor is equal to that at the target multiplied by the transmittance
factor of 0.6, which represents the effect of ener_f scattered from the
sensor line-of-sight by the atmosphere. Second, same energy is scattered
into the sensor line-of-sight because of the "disturbing" emitting areas,
represented by effective point-source emitters. There are three such
"distuDbing" emitters, counting the "target", AAI, "background", AA2, and
; the "disturbing" emitter AA3. Since R/h is very small for _II three
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effective point sources, the computer proEcam (Appendix II) gives
I/Io _ .0316 for each effective point source. (It may be noted that this
result cannot be obtained froc.LFis,ure 4 because the optical depth of .36 is
not within tho _ange of the data presented in that fiK%,z_).
iettinK IItarget denote the intensity corTespondin_,to the sensom location
m
anl orientation when viewinK the tarKet, the a._ove-mentionedeffects art_
combined as follows:
= 6 X 1014e -'0144x25/'7071 + .0316 [12 + 4 + 30 ]10 TM
= 6 X 10 TMX .6 + 1.4536 X 10 TM
= 5.0536 X 10 TM erE/sec-m2-s_-m
When viewinE the adjacent' back,qround, the ener_ received due to "disturbing"
emitters is unchanged_ but the direct radiation is now received from area
_. Thus the intensity a_ the sensor, when viewing the ha_d, is
e-_s/cose
= 4 X 10 _ X .6 + 1.4536 X 10]_
= 3.8536 X 101_ ez_/seo-m2-sz,-m
The ground cont-rsst is
C(0) = It(0)/Ib(0) = Ii0/I20 = (6 X I01_)/(4 X 10TM) = 1.5
Q
The contrast at The sensom altitude of 25 kilometers is
C(h) : It(h)/Ib(h) : (5.0536 X I01k)I(3.8536 X 10TM) = 1.311q
i The ccnt-_astt-_ansmittanceist
: I CT= C(h)IC(0) = 1.311g/i.5 = 87.4%
P
[
4
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I ',I
If the atmosphere is next assumed to have a transmittance of 0.6, but
be non-scattering, the computer progr_n evaluates .intensities,contrast_,
and c0ntrast transmittances according to eqfiation[]]. The results of.this
f
computation reveal that t//econtrast is essentially unchanged, indicating
that the atmosphere does not emit appreciably at this wavelength. Thus
the contrast transmittanoe for a non-scattering atmosphere is anproximatelv
100%.
The results are sun_rerizedas follows: at a waveleni_thof 0.5_, if :
the total atmospheric transmittance is estimated (or measured usin_
calibrating emitters) to be 0.6, then the contrast transmittance for the
above-described intensities, areas, etc. lies in the "band", 87.4% _<CT _<100%. _
(!, X:4_
Chang (Reference 3) gives an aIJnospherictransvdtta_ce of .86981 for
this wavelength for Region 6 (January) for a cloudless, non-scattering
atmosphere. For the purpose of illustrating the computation of the contrest
transmittance "band", however, the atmospheric transmittance will be
assumed to be .86981 for a purely scattering atmosphere as well as for
a non-scattering atmosphere. If it is first ass_ned that the atmosphere
is purely scattering, an average 8s = .00394 is r_ad into the program
to produce the desired atmospheric transmittance of .86981, as previously
described. The program gives I/Io = .0109 for the three "distu__bino-"
effective point sources. Using equations [3] and [4], the intensities
i ' •
at the sensor-when Vl_.tlng,respectively, the tarzet and the backgme,_d
!
i computed to be
i I taz_et = 6 X 10 TM X .86981 + ;0109 [ 12 + 4 * 30] X 30TM, I
! -"5.7214 X i0TM erg/sec-m2-sr-m,
[
• I
; : 3.981iiX i0TM erglsec-m2-sr-m .
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The ground contrast remains at the value i.S fop this example. The contrast
at The sensor altitude of 25 kilometers is
C(h) = It(h)/Ib(h) = (5.7214 X 1014)/(3.9814 X 10 TM) = 1.437
The om_trast transmittance is
CT = C(h)/C(0) = 1.437/1.5 = 95.8%
If, next, the a_nospheric transmittance of .86981 is assumed to be
measured iA a non-scattering atmosphere, the computer program employs
equation []] to evaluate the intensities at the sensor location. The
following results are obtained:
I I = 6 X 10TM X .86981 + .49604 X 1011
Itarget
Iback = 4 X 10TM X .86981 + .49604 X 1011
I
As in the previous case,it is clear that the atmospheric emission (represented
•the second term in the above equations) does not greatly affect the
slgnal, so that the contrast transmittance is 100% for this case. Ehe
contrast transmittance "band" is thus 95.8% _<CT <_100%.
(3) A: i0_
Reference 3 gives a transmissivity of .68 fop this wavelength for
Region 5 (January) for a cloudless, non-scattering atmcxsphere. As in the
previous example, the transmissivity of .68 will be assumed to descmibe
both mode_ of attenuation, in order to illustzste the computation of a
oantras% transmittance "band". As before, assuming a purely scattering
atmosphere, C(h) = 1.347, and CT- 88.8%. For a non-scatter_, atmosphere,
C(h) - 1.487, CT = 88.2, therefore 88.8% _<CT _<88.2.
l
}
i 16
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i CONCLUSIONS
The scattering, emitting, and absorbing behavior of the atmosphere is
complex, and few generalizat$ons are possible within the visible or infrared
spectral regions. Much effort has been devoted to development of atmospheric
models to describe this behavior. In this cornection, Reference 3,
for example,has already been mentioned. The work of Threlkeld and Jordan
' (Reference !6) discusses in detail atmospheric iransmissivity on clear davs. '
_hr_Ikeld and Jordan's results indicate that water vaDor and dust scattering
are significant well into the infmar_d region. If detailed atmospheric
models are available, they may be incorporated into the program in Appendix iI
of this report. In many cases, ha_ever, local effects (for _xample, the
discharge from a smokestack, clouds, or unusual gas concen_ations), may i_
l_quire the use of calibrating emitters, as discussed in a previous section
¢ this report. _
Regarding the selection of wavelength bands to employ for remote sensing,
again no firm generalizations can be made. 9_o aspects should be considered,
however. First, it is of course desirable to sense in a '_indo_", where
tr_nsmissivity is high. Such windows are well-known for standard atmospheres.
In addition, it is necessary to consider that the emissivity of the
ai_nospherevaries with wavelength, and thus will produce greater interference
with the desired signal at same wavelengths than at others. _s a rough
estimate of the wavelength variation of the a_Jnosphericemissi%ity.,it is
useful to compute the wavelength at which the black-body emissive po._er
is greatest_ corresponding to an _verage atmospheric temperature. It may ;
be shown (Reference 5) that _T : 5216 gives the wavelength _, microns,
at which a black body having temperature T_ _R_ has the greatest endssive
p_:er. 17
2 _
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I DffFAP01ATION MLTHOD FOR MDLTIDIMIIqSIONALQUADRATURE
I A matrix formulation of an extrapolation method for the evaluation
of multiple integrals, applicable to any order integral, is shown to
be concise and easily progranmed. Moreover, it is demonstrated to be
efficient from the standpoint of accumacy versus number of operutions
performed. The method is limited in this _nvestigation to the evaluation
of triple integrals with fixed limits, although it may easily be adapted
to i_ntegTalsof higher or lower order. The trapezoidal Pale is employed
as the fundamental quadmature, although the general multidimensional method
can be easily developed using a Simpson's or other rule. Additional
examples and analysis of extrapolative methods of this type may be found
in _aferences (ii) thz_ugh (15).
Using the triple integral as the basis for the develo_nent of the
exiTapolation method, we assume that a n_nerical approximation is desired
f_
b3 bl
a3 a2 a1
whe_ f(x,y,z) is a continuous function of the vamiables x, y and z in a
volume V, and where the numbers al, a2, a3, bl, b2, b3, are lower and upFe.-
limits, respectively, on x, y, and z in V.
Using the trapezoidal rule, the approximation to the s_ngle integrul
written as follows:
19
_ P--' ......
l
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I](y,z) "- (x,y,z)dx - _'J.f'(>:Y.':)-.- <
• . -I .: 12 n2 'al [ < bl' [1] .
ai "= _,y,z
whcx_ wi ape the tPapezoidal weigh._ _<_ctions, n is the number of intervals,
arxlN - n + i. In this equatior-_<.:..:.ithe equations tb follow, existance of
derivatives to the required :._%.-_-in V is assumed. For_ally applying this -.
trapezoidal rule To a dour..,.:integral, it follows that an approximation
to the double integral n_y he _mitten as follows:
• dy [2]
I2(z) - f(x,y,z)dxdy - wi f(x-i'Y'z)dY - -- ,,___,I
i--1
al j.a:, -2 •_,v,z
Similarly, formal application of the rule to a triple integ:a- yields
b3 b2 bI •b3 b2 b3 b2ill, i'iI =- (x,y,z)dxdydz = %,>,,z><,ydz-i--i./ ./ iIni _x2 I
a$ a2 aI a3 a2 a3 a2 l_,v,z
Next, substitutions of tim single integral expression are mad_ from
equation (i) into equation-(2), and expressions for the double inte.grals
appearing in equation (3) are replaced by using equation (2). After some._
manipulation of the expression resulting from this multiple substitution, I.
I
The foll_..:ingrelation is obtained:
. b3 b2 bi b2 b1 :
I " fCi:,v,z)dxdydz= fox, ,,k) - -_2fI eb:dy
a3 a2 aI a2 aI ,x,y,_
i
i
>i
+
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.b_ b2
_ (b2"°_)3(bl-al)3 _f[ dz- __;.2_]dydz_ "[4
,n,' ] '"='" I
a3 ! C,a,z a3 a2 _;,y,z
The first term on the right of equation (_) represents a trapezoidal
z%Llequadrature of the t_iple inter, where the nu_,_)erof intervals n is
the same for the three axes. To derive an ex_polation forr&tla,it
is assL_nedthat four separate quadratures _ perfoz_ned,using four
diffez__ntnumber of intexwals n, viz., nl, n2, n37 n4. The symbol
, In. will denote the standard trapezoidal app._oximationfor the ith quadrature,
I
using n : ni intez_als. It is next &ssumed that the terms multip!yinp,
_ n21, ngl'and n6-1in equation(,) do not cha_,eas n is varied tk_o_-,h nl, n2,)
_ etc. With this assumption, the four different quadratures _y be written
[,
aS follm_s:
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C1 C2 C3
I + _ + -_ , _ = Inln n1
•ci . c2 %
i
% C2 C3
I + .-_n3 + n3--_ + n_3 = In3
I + 5 C2 C3+ __ "  __=
where CI, C2, C3 denote constants.
These equations may be written in matrix form as follows:
1 !_ 1 I__ I
2 _ n_ _nzn1
]. i L ]-
n_ n_ n_ h In= .2 _. ,. [6]
I
1 -_I n_3 _i 'C2 in3
n3 n3 i
1 I. 1 I_. C3 in4
: n_ nq ,
?
: Solution of these linear equations will yield I, _ithin the li,dts of
the validity of ass_.ing that Cl, C2 and C3 remain constant as n is
varied, It is observed that the relevant equations fop a sir_le and
double-inl:e{_al_xtrapolation formula may also be obtained f._omequation (6).
i
2z i1
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For example, equation (6) produces the single-integn_l extn_polation
formula if C2 and C3 are replaced by zeros. Thus if I is interpreted
to be the extrapolated appr_xlr_tion of a single inte_al, its value
is obtained from the solution of
1 ! I "
2 i I -nl
.n I
I = )
I n
2
a redundant set of e;luationsinvolving In3 and In4 being disregarded.
This is r_cognized as the Romberg extrapolation formula. The extension
of the method to higher-dimensional inteE_als is also evident from the
form of equation (6), in which the extrapolation formula for an ruth
dimensional integral is obtained by replacing Cm+l, Cm+2 . . . by zeros.
Numerical r_sults of this method applied to a triple integral will
now be presented. It may first be noted that) except for roLLnd'offerror,
this extrapolation method is exact for monomials of the form x_z c where
a) b) and c are _<2, regardless of the choice of nl) n2, n3, n4. The
method was employed to approximate the integral
,'. ex+y+z dxdydz
which has the exact value 260.802. (This value _nd the followh_;,4ata
ame rounded off in the 6th significant figure). _e following tab].e
presents the results of the computation:
;._% l 2:}
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n Ibape.zoidal%ladr'atur_ ExtmaTolated Value (nl, n2, n3, nl_)
1t 277.373 260.802 (u,, 6, 8, 10)
8 26q.89_I 260. 802 (12, 16_ 20, ;_4)
.I0 263.416
12 262.616
16 261.821
20 261.4511
2q 261.255
It is clear that in this case the extrapolation method is desirable.
The accuracy of the standard trapezoidal quadratdre degenerated due to
r_und-off error, as n was incmeased_ before the accuracy of the extrapolation
method wa_ approached.
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II|ME,';SI(INWI35},CIS_?6),TAI?T),TS(27)oZI27)
C A=CCS(TI_TA). F=AL T |"LJr)E,KIg,
C XIT=TARGLT I.',,T(:;WSITYA, GRC)U:H], ERC,ISEC_'P.¢_'2_'SR_,M
.C ...... XI_.=.t__ACKF...RGUI,.nII,,TEI_SITY AT GR(-'U._Ir.,ERG/.SEC'{:ff.e-_:2_,SR'_,_ .....
C _S=:JLtMI'_F.RCiF F..ISItlRL,I:_b EP.ITII-RS
C [$--hq(;IB PHi L(;CATIPI(, ]I',[-PT_'[HPISTLtR"[;_G Et4ITT_R- '+
-C RF_=DISTAKCE £;F I_,_CPI'TH I)ISTLH_tIING F-HITTER FROV TARGET
--C.........XII)IS--EFFECTIVE IIJTE;_S.,I'TYOF. ]REPT'II_ DISTUR._IHG F-r"IF[F:~R,j_
...............XINT=O.O ...................................."- , ,, __KG iSEC,:,Mw__,2 _SR_ M
...... CALL .F(]UP.OlQ) ..........' ..................
: H: 26
REeLD(It I)ApHtXITtX]Bt_JS
..... 1. FORMAT (2F10.b,2E 15,6,12 ) .............. ................
............ CALL OPDEP I H,I'ItCAeCS tGo TAt TS,Z) .........................................................................................................
-DO..8 .I:2, N ...........................: : ..............................................................................................................:.................................
: _ .I:1 --I ...... -'..........................
rc'_=E [;(O I,J )_,',EXI'(_ (c.^ --T_(.I)}IA)IA
C XI._,'T=X[:'_T+FC;,_-IFA(1)-TA(J))
..... 14. C[):,IT ] NUE ........................ ".............. : ......................
........... DIflT=XINT/_.I415q .
X[ ABST= X I T/EXP (CA/A) +D]NT ........................................................."....................................: ........................... i
....... X I_0S,3= X I_/EXP [C AIA.).._+_|FIT...
OELTA:O,_L
P 1:.3oI_ 15'_
....... RTA:SQRT (I.-A¢_'2.0) .........................................................
................DU g9 IREPT=]._,4S ............................................" ................................................................
............ ".SC_.T=O. 0 .................................................................................... •...............".................................. "_
..... _E=O, 000 I. .............
35 FDR;4AT { 2F l.q, 6_ E I 5,6)
......... D=RD/14 ...........................................................................
.................XXX:O,0
................ XN:N-L ........................................................................................................................
} .DPi41:2.4'3.14 1591 X>: ...........
OXt,_.li=[ L •-LIEL TA }IX;.;
DO I00 I_=2,N,2 :
..... JE=I[-L ............................................................
..................XINT:O O ....................................................................•..........
................CUN I= El A_",,2oO+ 0(:,:,2.0/E-2. O'¢,D_RTAX_CL_S(B )/A .................................................
..........CO']Z =2 ,O_E ................................ :
CON3 = ?. O':,E_,Kl A *'
CTE=TS(JE)
K=I ...................................................
................ X._;tJ=DE L TA .................................................................................................................................................................................. :'
..........& .PHI:O.O .....
,,- . _T X_U: SGRT (I .-XW_L;e_>',m) ........
V_R3:F/{ XNIJ_2.0 )
VAR'_=?.O(,D_RI XNU
...... VeeR7=CON3'_RTXNU ...........................................................................
......... JJ=I .......................................................................................................
............ _. VAR l =VARo),xCO $ ( ¢)H l )/X,v,U
............ V _"_ --Vh_,7_CCS (F- PHl )I [^,_XNU| .................................................
V _R5 =(1L)N2-V A R_ ,.
I-=2
2 J-=l- l
V/_R2= 1,-! {,I)/(I4_E )
IF (C TE-TS (J I )50,50, 52
.... S(}..VsR l :-V AP.6"_CUS tPHI )/X_,iU.................................................................
V .'_I#,5 "-C, IN 2 + VAR,4
5# Crjf;l" l;:tJF
TER_42=EtICONI-VAR2_'(VARI-VAR3'WA:I2+VAR51)
{
(
"_, _, ,,_m_ij I Imm=,--,---- ..... :
L '_"
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R=TS {J }*N.*SORT(TI-RP.2}IZ (J} ..........
. . XAE'_--:,_S{CI'E-IS(J )}
TLST:R4 XABI X,_il
IFITFST..GT. IS.nIGO T[.; 75
._FCN=I.O/(EXP{R_XALI/XI,:U)e.XI,IU} ....................... ............-.
..............P =I  ......................................................................................................................................................
..............IF (L.EQ.K)M=N ...
.......X INT=XIN I"+DX:.'.U._OPllI._! I.S'{i'4)-__I_S_{_Jl} __F_(_N_
75 CONTINUE
I=l...... F{I-NI2t2,3 ..............
..........3...JJ:JJ+I
........ 4 .......................................................................................................... ; .................................................................................................
.............PH|=PHI+DPHI .................................................................................................................................................................................
____.IF{ JJ-'J}4,4, _.....
5 K:K+I
X.vU=X,"Ib+_X_'..U
.......IF(K-N)6,6, 7 .........................
........7 .CONT.INUE .................................................................................................................: .................
.................XIEX=XINT . .
....... TERMI= (.(R,TA*CUS (L_.)/A-DIE }.*{RTA_COS {B}.IA- DI.E}.+_.[RIA* SI.Nt D )IA) ** 2.+_I___
I •0)_*0.5
G=I.OIIEXP(CTE*TER:41II+XICXI|Q.O*PI} '
........ /_RG=GI[ACEXP (ICS-C TE I/A} ,_z,.*PI}..
........... IT=IEtl ..........................................................................................................................................................................
............IF{IE,EC.N)IF:IE .......................................................................................................".......................................
....... _XX:XXX+ AR'3*ITS {IT}.-T.S(J.E}.}
IFIJE-I )55,5b,56
55 F=E+,Olt32_133 _,3
........GO TO 57 ...............................
......56 .E=E+.0_3333333 .......................................................................................................................................................
.....57 .CO:ITI.."_UE .........................................................................................................................................................................................
_IpO _CQ:NTI 'NEJL....
SCAT :SCAT+X XXe-XIDIS
qq CONT I'JIJE
........X/SCAT=X ITIEXP(C SIA }+SCAT ..............
...............XISCAB:XI.31EXPICSIA }+SCAT
.................GCO_=XIT/XIB ..............................................................................................................................................
..... HCO_IS:X ISCA TI XISCaB
FICONA=X [ ABSTI XIAF!SB
CTRANS=HCONSI,3CO'_ ,-.,
! CTRANA:HCLINAIGCE]N
4(11 FHRM_TI6OX,'INTENqITY',//)
402 FORHAI(BX,'NON SCATTERING ATPOSPHERE',T85v'SCATTERING ATMCSPHERE't
___.t/I )........
403 FNP,MATITI_,'TARGET',T43t IBACKGR{ll)ND,tT.85tITARGETI_TqgtIBACKGR(1UNOe
l,ll)
404 FCRMATI6IX,'CO:_ITRASTI,II) ...............
.405.FI)R,'IAT!5_J(,'CDNIRAST TRANSMITTANCE',II) ..........................................................................................................
: ..................WRITE(3,401} ............................................................................................................................................:
i ........_R,I rE [ 3,4021 .....
i' WRI rE ( ._,,40 _,I
WRITE( 1,_Oh IXl _BST, X IAPSB,X ISCAT, XISCAR
..... WRI IE(3,404 ) ....................... .-- ....................................
..........WRITE(3,402) ...........................................................................................................................................................
........WRITE( l,407 )IICONA,HCI3NS ...................................................................................................................................
WRITE( 3,_051 ..........................................
WRITE( 3,_,32)
WRIT _ I3,401 )CTRAKA, CTRANS
405 FORM_,TI T(,,EIS.6, T_l ,ELS.5,T8 L,EL 5.b, Tg?_I'IS._#/) .............
407 FUR._AIIT25,EIS.6_TSg_EISoB/I) ..................
CALL EX IT .........................................
.........END ..................................................................
_-8
""; #_,,-,4M '=-----.......................... I
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I_._ SUR'_OUI'I_E OPD_.P(H,.N,CA,CS,D,T/_,TS,7 )
C i MENS I f.)N I')(6,26) , TAI27), TS( 271 ,Z (271
I}Z= H/(._4 - ] )
................... Zll)=O..O .........................................................................................
TA ( I )---'0. _
TS( I ):0.0
.......... CO q9. I=2,N ............................................
......................................J=l-1 ...............................................................................................................................................................
............................. Z(II=Z(J) \• .........................................................................................................................................
.................. TAII ]:TA(J)+_.ETAA(J,[;).'::_Z .._-
gq TS( I )=TS(J),I-RETASIJ,I';)¢I)Z
Z(1):0.00001
........... 1S( ] )=O,O,JO0 L .........................................................................
................................. CA:TA(2b) ................................: ..........................................................................................................................................................................
• ._.CS= TS (2.6,) .....................................................................................................................................................................•
R c
..................... TUR_............................
ENf)
FUNCTI(Y',i Er_(D,[)
DIMENSION D( _',261
C XL=WAVELENGTH, METERS
-TK-=D(.I, ! I .
Xl:t,. 0 E-5
I'=6.62', E-27
.............. C:2,99B E 8 ..................................................................................
....................... R:I.3_ _.-16 ..................................
.............................. Efi=I2,0m3,14159_F!_C*m2,O)/IXL¢_5,C_-IEXPIIH?C)/(XL-.*_.*TK ..
................. 1))-1,0)} ........................................................................
RETUR_
E_.O
FU,"_CTICN BETAA(I,D)
CIMENSIUN r;(E_,26l
C PETAA:&P.SO'_PI lrJN COEFFICIE,'qT, IIKV
BE TA A---O. C039.,', .................................. ..................
RETURN
END
FUNCTION BETAS(I,D)
OIF'ENS lO_ ()(B,2_)
C I_ETAS:SCATTEP. I::G COEFFICIENT, I/KIV
.......... .[}ETA3=(.,, COq ................................................................
i_I.:TU .'a,'W
E._,D
:?,Y
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SUP_RDUT INE F{JU_D{D)
C CO_:PUIE-CURVES OF ATMOSPHERE PRCPERTIES
EIMENSION GRT(l),D(8126}tYY( 11),ZZ(hC)
..... G:'_=.34•Z ...................
RI=348,3P
20& t_C=9
2C0 FORMAT {12)....................................................................
..................NI=1 ..................................................................................._.................................: ......................................................
..................,N2=NO..............................................................................................................................................................................
.C ......READ IN ZZ ROW
205 CO 20[ J=tt8
N3=5_J-4
...... ."q4=N3+4 ............... "
..... 201.. REt-,D( L t 600 t ERR=gq9 }.{ ZZ.(L} ,L=.N3= N4.1...............................................................................................................:..........
......6CO.FORMAT [6X,SEI4,T). .. "
___60].. FOR_4AT. (21212X,2EL_, 713EIl,.4.tI(,t.l.)(t312J......
N3=N _+5
N4=N3+I
..........READ [I,6C,l,EF,R=gSg) [REG,HCNIH, [ ZZ( LI ,L=N3t N_ ) tYT,GRI (6 } , ...............
...............IG R¥{?},.NPM,NG!_,r';LtNU ........................................................................................................................................................
................GP,T(5)=NGR
...... GRI ( 5)=GRT',5)_/ICCO,.C .-
Pt:M=ALUG (PF_H/100,0)
II0 540 J=2,7 .................
.................IF(J-7} 1113,11.11,1111 ....................................................: ..............:...............................................................
...1111 YYIII=Y7 ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Gn_TO.ttI2 _
1113 P.¢]21)2 K=I,NQ
N3=._,C.*..(J-2 )
2C2 'tYIK I--ZZ{N3+I,) __
.C..CrI_.'.P.UTES 2C).PTS IN .J-TH.CCLUMN WIIH....i_.-|J-i IEEEEs 7Y)iii2T..2.L_c_..;'_iiS.i t-DlJ,K
.... 1112..l;0 300 K--I,26
....... XK:K-1 .......................
IF{((,I-7)(.'(J-6)),HE,O) GO T{] 170
IF{K-7) II0, ¢._2n,_2 [
....920 IF(J,F_,7) D{Tt6)=SCRT(D(7,6)) .....................
.....921 P,(J,K)=D(J,G)IEXP{GPT(J)X(fXK-5,0)) ...................................................................................................
.................IF{J-O) 1711300, 171 ................................• ...........................................................................................
__._17_0__IF(XK •E,'2.O,0 )_.uC TO_.L/L_
_ I J, K)---O.O
•N X=,_Q
..........II-(J,EQ.(:) HX=6 .............................. •...........
.................II-{J°E0o7) NX=I ................................................................................................................................................................
................CO _0 L=I,NX ......................:. . . . ...... ................................................................
___BO__E {J tK )=I)(J,K )+YY.(L)9XK*__|L-.Il
GO TO 652
111 I,'(Jt I)---YY{I)
.,_ .... 6.52. IF IJ,E--G,3) GO TO 6.53 ...............................................................
.............. [FIJ.LT.5) GO TO 05_
.............c_atK3=D',atK_IExP(_RTlJ_*xKi .........i/i.iiiiiiiii:iiiii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iii.ii.iii/.iii.Z iiiiL.
.__654. IF. l J,EQ,6) GO_TC_.30G
171 _(JtK)=DIJ,K)¢¢2
GO TO _00 ....
653 I_(J,KI=I.OIDIJtK )
300 CONTINUE
IFIJ°NE.3) GO TO 540
......699_ 3C 655 -1:I,26 ...... _
Dllt It=O.O ....
" 655 _(,_,I):0.0
,_i l)0 b56 K=1.26
"I. .XK=K-I. . ............... """
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................. 658 P.O 657 L=ItNX ............................................................................................................................................ _ _
............... XH:L....................................... ._
6.57 f)IItK):I?I1,K) '_XK _'_ L/XH ._[;(] tI,'I:['XP(PVV-GR_P(ItK))
656 C(,qtK]=D'(I,K)_:RI/OI3,K) .................
.. 54U CC,_TINUE ........................................................................................... :
"i
.. /122 C (7,6) =D.( 7 t 6 )_'_'-2 ........................................................................................................................................
' ._ ___C .Er_D..COW_UTL.
_,'_ITF.(3,9_,'_6)_ior_ 6(i _, -_.................: ..... '
(J6g,', Ffl.RMAIlltalt4_Xt $41"IFOU',),-P.[.VENSIOI',I'%L ATF'GSI)II_RIC t.IO_ELIIITXtTHF'ONTH
................I:,I3,14X,IOHLATIIUF;E :tFB.2,3X,III"L(]rJGIIUCE =tFB,2,2H [,12Xt6HREGI
,,
.........................20NvI3//IIXtSHLEVELt3Xt8HPRESSUREt2X,elIVARIANCEt2X,SHIEV, p (K)I2XtSH
•..:.........................3VARIANCEtLX_IOH' ......WAIER ......tlOtI.VARIA;_CE.._10H ....DENSITY _gH VARIANCEI ..
.__ !_/} ............
[;t3 7/_4 K:]._26
N:K-I •
................ 9&c_7 F[!!_MAI I I (_X_ I 2 _3H. KM _2X __F. IL). 2 ) ..........................................................................................................................
............... 99,9 RETURN ................................................................................................................................................................................................
.... END
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FIGUI_ 7
Establishment of Emission Point Sources in an Area
of Non-Uniform Intensity
(a) Emitting surface area. A, having non-unlform intensity. A = _ AA i
(b) Replacement of emitting surface area by point sources, lieff ffiIIAA i
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INPUT DAT&
S_nsor Altitude, h, (Figure I). Wavelen_th, _.
Sensor line-of-sight inclination with vertical, 8.
4-D Atmospheric model, based an sensor location and time of year'
_,Sa, scattering and absorption coefficients, r_spectively, as functials
of altitude z
Number of "disturbing" emittinK sourv_s, NS
_, dist_uce of ith disturbing source f.-x,aline of sight _n,: intercept
_$, rotational _ngle locating ith disturbing source,
E}fective point source i_tensity of ith "disturbing' _.nittingarea
"Target" And Backglxxmd" surface intensities, at line of sight ground
intercept
$ .:
Intensity at sensor location, directicm, and sense, asstming a non-scattering
atmosphere.
Intensity at sensor location, direction, and sense, assum_/iga pul_elyscattering
atmosphere.
Ccntl_st and Cont_.astTransmittance between "Tar_,et"and "Backg_Dund",
assuming attenuation mode to be (i) purely scattering told(Ji) non-
scattering.
FIGURE 8
INPUT f{_DoUTPUT I_%TA }DR CONPUF£R PROGF¢_
LISTED IN APPD_DIX Ir
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II
_f, [:25 I<M,
i
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GEOMETRYOF tDO'_FPI]-: II_I,USTRAT_IG
O]_PUTA'rlON Ot" C01'_'J_,,%$T'I'I_%_i_II%"I'ANC}:
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